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What is natural gas? 

•   Natural gas is a hydrocarbon-based fuel.  It’s a chemical compound and is 85% methane (CH4) 
with one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms.  Methane is 80% hydrogen.  Compared to other 
fuels transportation fuels, natural gas is very clean: 

Propane (LPG) – C3H8 
Gasoline – C8H18 
Diesel – C14H30 

•   Natural gas is primarily a domestic product.  Over 95% of the natural gas 
supplies originate in North America.  Natural gas is transported via the underground pipe  
infrastructure from the underground reservoirs and wells to the markets. 

•   The remaining 5% is imported as liquefied natural gas (LNG). 

•   Natural gas is lighter-than-air, non-toxic to breathe or touch, and cannot contaminate soil or  
groundwater.  

•   Natural gas is odorless and colorless. 

•   The historic uses of natural gas are: street lamp lighting, space heating, water heating, cooking, 
drying, manufacturing, and electric power generation. 
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So what is CNG? 

•   Compressed natural gas or CNG is the compressed form of natural gas. It is the same fuel 
 consumers and businesses use for heating, hot water, drying, and cooking.  CNG is compressed 
 so a large volume may be stored in a relatively compact space, such as on-board a vehicle. 

•   CNG is stored on-board a vehicle at 3,600 psi 

•   CNG fuel storage systems (i.e. cylinders) pass US DOT tests that no gasoline or diesel fuel 
tanks could ever survive.  These tests include dynamite, bonfire, gunfire, and drop tests. 

•   CNG cylinders can be Type 1 (all metal – typically steel or aluminum), Type 2 (metal liner 
with fiberglass – hoop wrapped), Type 3 (metal liner with fiberglass – full wrap), and Type 4 
(plastic liner with full wrap).  

•   CNG is measured in gasoline gallon equivalents (GGEs) and diesel gallon equivalents (DGEs). 

•   CNG has an octane rating of 130 versus an octane rating between 87-94 for gasoline.  

•   All CNG engines, regardless of the size of the vehicle, are gasoline-type spark ignited engines. 
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Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Vehicle Facts   

•   On average, CNG vehicles emit (regulated emissions):   95% percent less particulate matter 
 (PM),  also known as soot, 90% percent less carbon monoxide (CO), and 75% less 
 nitrogen oxide (NOx).  

•   On average, CNG vehicles emit (non-regulated emissions):  20-25% less carbon dioxide (CO2) 
compared to diesel vehicles and 30-35% less CO2 compared to gasoline vehicles. 

•   CNG vehicles (medium- and heavy-duty) are  extremely quiet compared to their diesel 
counterparts. 

•   According to Cummins-Westport,  one (1) diesel engine idling alone is louder than ten (10) 
CNG engines idling together. 

•   CNG is the most prevalent alternative fuel in use today in New England. 

•   CNG is the fastest growing automotive fuel in the world. 
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CNG is one of the six (6) federally-recognized alternative fuels: 

•  Bio-diesel (B-20) 
•  Electricity (EVs) 
•  Ethanol (E-85) 
•  Hydrogen (compressed - CHG and liquefied - LHG) 
•  Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) - commonly known as propane 
•  Natural gas (compressed - CNG and liquefied - LNG) 
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 On-road applications:  

•   Refuse - trash removal and recycling collection 
•   Transportation - transit buses (RTAs) and airport / hotel shuttles 
•   Delivery - beverage, linen, dry goods, and package 
•   Freight – intrastate and interstate 
•   Utilities – customer service vans, distribution trucks, pool sedans, pole trucks 

Off-road applications: 

•   Forktrucks - material handling 
•  Ferries 
•  Ice resurfacers - skating rinks\ 
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Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)  Station Facts 

•    CNG stations require no fuel deliveries.  Natural gas is delivered to the station directly from 
the existing underground natural gas infrastructure. 

•   CNG storage is above ground.  A typical fast-fill station stores an amount of fuel 
approximately equal to 300 gallons of diesel fuel. 

•   If there were to be a leak (which is unusual), the CNG would dissipate into the atmosphere. 

•   Site selection includes:  finding highest natural gas pressure as possible, 460 VAC - 3 phase 
electric power supply, and proximity to fleet customers. 
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Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)  Station Facts (cont.) 

•    CNG stations can be time-fill, fast-fill, or combination time- and fast-fill. 

•    Each station design has its positives and negatives 
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Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)  Station Facts (cont.) 

•   CNG stations can be public-access or private-access 

•   Public-access CNG stations are typically open 24/7/365 

•   Public-access CNG stations typically accept Wright Express (WEX), PHH,   
 MasterCard, VISA, and proprietary fuel cards. 

•   Public-access (retail) CNG stations dispense fuel at:  

 Gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) = $2.35 
 Diesel gallon equivalent (DGE) = $2.55 

•   Private–access (not open for retail) CNG stations dispense fuel at: 

 Gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) = $2.00 
 Diesel gallon equivalent (DGE) = $2.15 
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A Brief History of AVSG 

•   AVSG was founded in 1992 and is based in Boston.  It is one of five or six companies in North 
America which can design, build, operate, and maintain CNG stations. 

•   AVSG was formed, initially, to build electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure in greater-Boston. 

•   The EV market never materialized and the business plan was altered to focus on compressed 
natural gas (CNG) vehicles and other alternative fuel vehicle technologies. 

•   AVSG designed and built the Logan Int’l Airport CNG in October of 1995 and has maintained 
and operated the station ever since. 

•   AVSG’s mission is the promotion and deployment of clean transportation throughout New 
England and the mid-Atlantic regions – utilizing CNG. 

•   Since 1995, AVSG has built a network of twelve (12) full public-access CNG stations in 
eastern MA, southern NH, and northern RI as well as nearly fifty (50) private-access CNG 
stations throughout New England. 
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If you have any questions, please consider AVSG as your “one stop shop” for 
 any/all questions or concerns regarding the CNG industry as a whole 
 or AVSG’s capabilities in particular. 
   

Mike Manning 
Director of Marketing and Business Development 
AVSG LP 
C-6 Shipway Place 
Boston, MA  02129 

TEL:  (617) 242-8755, ext 14 
FAX:  (617) 242-0814 
EMAIL:  mm@avsglp.com  


